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Abstract
This paper takes note of the major influences of room acoustic
effects on the fundamental frequency F0 of speech and its de-
termination. A detailed description of room acoustic measures
and effects is given. As a conclusion of those the dependency
of the speaker to microphone distance (SMD) is to be studied
combined with the reverberation time T60. Evaluation experi-
ments aiming to find dependencies of the room acoustic effects
are accomplished. In contrast to most of the studies which deal
with reverberation, this paper proves that T60 cannot be the only
measure to describe the behavior of systems in reverberant en-
vironments. Experiments studying the dependency on the SMD
are new contributions within this paper. The experiments are an
extension of the previous studies on the dependency on artificial
reverberation, where twelve F0 estimation methods are com-
pared. Here, two further methods are added and the systematic
use of real measured room impulse responses (RIR) is applied.
Apart from the SMD dependency other main contributions are
the experiments of different disturbing effects on high and low
F0. The results show male F0 estimation is significantly more
sensitive to reverberation than female.
Index Terms: reverberation, fundamental frequency estimation

1. Introduction
Fundamental frequency (F0) estimation is an important base
technology for several speech signal processing tasks (e.g.,
speech synthesis, noise reduction, dereverberation and voice ac-
tivity detection). Traditionally F0 estimation methods are de-
veloped for clean conditions. In the last decade the behavior
and the robustness of F0 estimation methods among noisy con-
ditions has also been studied. Besides noises realistic acous-
tic environments additionally consist of reverberation, caused
by reflections at walls and other objects inside the surrounding
room. The signal at the microphone x(t) can be described as

x(t) = (s ∗ h)(t) + n(t) (1)

where s(t) is the speech signal at the source, h(t) is the room
impulse response (RIR) and n(t) is the noise, which is set to
zero within this study. Reverberation has a strong disturbing
impact on the speech signal which has been shown in previ-
ous studies on the behavior of speech intelligibility [1] but also
on the behavior of automatic speech recognition (ASR) systems
[2]. The recent investigations [3, 4] are the only published stud-
ies so far which observe the effect of reverberation on F0 es-
timation methods. They also propose a new approach which

utilizes Complex Cepstrum Analysis (CCA) for increasing the
robustness of F0 detection methods in reverberant conditions.

This paper presents the first intermediate results of a col-
laboration work between the authors from different institutes,
where three research fields come together: F0 estimation, room
acoustics, and robust reverberant ASR. One background of the
study is to improve a front end method for robust reverberant
ASR, namely Harmonicity based Feature Analysis (HFA) [5].
It relies on an F0 estimation based measurement of harmonic
components within spectra. The results can also be useful for
other methods which need F0 estimation in reverberant envi-
ronments (e.g., [6, 7]). Another aim of the study is to extend the
research in [3] which only deals with artificial RIRs so far. The
related study in [4] also includes real acoustic scenarios. How-
ever, these real RIRs are mainly recorded in large rooms/halls
and usually with several meters of speaker to microphone dis-
tance (SMD). Hence, the former and the latter, can only de-
scribe the far sound field behavior. Within this publication the
authors extend the mentioned evaluations by a precise evalua-
tion of dependency of the behavior of F0 estimation methods on
the SMD. As a conclusion of these SMD experiments, the de-
pendency on the reverberation time T60 of real measured RIRs
is separately accomplished for the near and far sound field. Fur-
thermore the considerations of effects of reverberation lead into
a separate study of F0 estimation methods for male and female
voices, since different behavior is assumed for high and low F0.
Since this separation was not considered in the previous studies
[3, 4], a strong dependency on the gender is discovered in this
paper.

2. Effects of Room Acoustics:
Reverberation smears the spectro-temporal structure of speech
inside the rooms. The reverberant signal x(t) consists of a di-
rect (clean) xD(t) and a reverberant (disturbance) sound com-
ponent xR(t), which are added. The direct sound energy (field)
wD degrades with the speaker to microphone distance (SMD) r
following wD(r) ∼ 1/r2. The reverberant sound energy (field)
is position independent (wR(r) ≈ const; ideal assumption).
Both result in a position dependent direct (or signal) to rever-
beration ratio (DRR(r) (or SRR(r))) decreasing with the SMD.
The SMD where wD = wR is known as the reverberation dis-
tance rR. Far (approx: SMD > rR; wD < wR) and near
(approx: SMD < rR; wD > wR) sound field behavior can
be distinguished. The system between speaker and microphone
can be described by the room impulse response (RIR) h(t). It
also contains direct (hD(t), impulse) and reverberation (hR(t),
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Figure 1: SCHROEDER integral of RIRs, measured at different
SMDs in a SMART room [8] at the UPC in Barcelona.

tail) components. The energy of hR(t) decays exponentially
(ideal assumption), which leads to a linear function in dB, de-
caying with the velocity −60 dB/T60. The reverberation time
T60 is the most common used property to describe a specific
room. Hence many ASR and dereverberation researchers uti-
lize T60 as the only parameter to evaluate the quality of their
systems in reverberant environments. Fig. 1 shows the 3 di-
mensional graphic of the SCHROEDER integral of the RIRs in
dB (LSchr(t, r)) measured at varying SMDs. It gives a graph-
ical explanation why the only use of T60 is by far not enough
to describe dependencies of systems on reverberation; it is only
suitable for the far sound field. The detailed investigation of the
dependency on the SMD is a new contribution of this paper.

Fig. 2 shows how reverberation smears the harmonic com-
ponents of speech at different SMDs (different reverberation in-
tensity). It can be seen that for sections where F0 changes, the
reverberation distortions coming from previous harmonics in-
terfere with the neighbor harmonics when F0 has changed. For
sections with constant F0 this effect is not so strong. Therefore
the authors introduce the assumption, that the distortion of the
harmonics for lower F0 (such as in male voice) is stronger since
the peaks in the spectrum are closer and can be easier distorted
by reverberation coming form former neighbor harmonics. It
is therefore assumed that F0 estimation methods perform better
for female speech. This assumption is proved by the subsequent
experiments.

3. Evaluation Environment
3.1. Database

Whereas the previous experiments in [3] are accomplished us-
ing a Japanese database this study starts to work with an English
database. The former consists of 30 short Japanese sentences
uttered by 14 males and 14 females (total of 840 utterances,
fs =16 kHz) simultaneous recordings of speech and electro-
glottal-graph (EGG) by Atake et al. [9] with voiced-unvoiced la-
bels. The latter is a subset of the UK English database recorded
within the European Union project TC-STAR (Technology and
Corpora for Speech to Speech Translation) [10]. It contains
one male and one female speaker speaking the same sentences
(275/263 s of speech, fs =16 kHz). As reference pitch mark
(PM) labels are given achieved in a two stage process. First a
hybrid approach [11] combining the results from an EGG signal
and a PM estimation method (Complex Harmonic Filter Analy-
sis (CHFA)). After, the PMs are accurately hand corrected.
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Figure 2: Spectrogram of 0.8 s of speech for several SMDs
(SMD = no (clear), 30 cm, 80 cm and 400 cm). female (top)
and male (bottom).

3.2. Evaluation Measures

Some evaluated algorithms generate an F0,Est estimate for ev-
ery sample, some are frame based using different frame inter-
vals. Since the target application of this evaluation initially was
an analyzer for ASR systems, all methods are synchronized by
down sampling, resulting in a common frame rate Ia = 160
(=̂10 ms). The error between a reference and an estimated F0

sample (frame a) can be expressed as

ΔF0(a) = |F0,Ref(a)− F0,Est(a)| (2)

Typical error limits for evaluations are gross errors limit
ΔF0,G(a) = 0.2 · F0,Ref(a) and fine error limit ΔF0,F (a) =
0.05 · F0,Ref(a). Classical measures utilizing these limits have
been proposed to evaluate the quality of F0 estimation algo-
rithms [12]: gross error rate (GER) and its inverse gross correct
rate (GCR), fine error rate (FER) and its inverse (fine) correc-
tion rate (FCR (sometimes CR)). In this paper mainly FCR is
used. Other typical measures are not mentioned here.

4. Experiments
For clearness the diagrams only show the most important or
most successful methods which are investigated within this
study. These are: TEMPO [13], AutoCorrelaton function
(ACF), Cepstrum [14], Subharmonic summation (SHS) [12],
YIN [15], Complex Cepstrum Analysis (CCA) [3] and Normal-
ized CrossCorreclation function (NCCF) [16]. Traditional and
modern post-processing methods [12] can correct the estimated
results, however, they are not considered within this study. This
refers to future work. To reduce the number of charts, only the
results for FCR are shown. The authors explicitly don’t give a
ranking of the methods, since the full number of experiments is
not finished yet. However, the diagrams give general informa-
tion about the behavior of the F0 estimation methods in rever-
berant environments.

4.1. Artificial Reverberant Environment

To evaluate systems for their dependency on reverberant en-
vironments speech signals are often artificially reverberated
[3, 4, 17]. Artificial RIRs can be generated by an exponentially
weighted white noise [17]. Although this paper is supposed
to describe the effect of real reverberation, artificial reverbera-
tion is tested to connect the previous results of [3] (Fig. 3, top,
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Figure 3: FCR for artificial RIRs. Comparison of the results of
the previous study [3] with the Japanes database (top) and this
study English database (bottom), left: male voice, right: female
voice.
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Figure 4: top: number of fine errors per F0 frequency band with
increasing T60 (measured for YIN as example. The results for
the other algorithms are similar). bottom: F0 distribution of
the reference data. left: male voice, right: female voice.

Japanese database, artificial reverberation) ) with results of this
study using the English database (Fig. 3, bottom). Contrary
to the statement in section 2, artificial RIRs well have a use-
ful meaning for the comparison of results or databases, since
these RIRs can be exactly mathematically expressed rather than
measured RIRs, which always differ. To understand the mean-
ing between the male and the female performance the authors
accomplished an error statistics (only for the English database)
which is shown in Fig. 4 (top). It can be seen that the error
increases with increasing T60. In the male case the error distri-
bution behaves similar to the F0 distribution. But in the female
case it does not. A strong tendency of the errors towards lower
frequencies can be observed, leading to the conclusion that the
fundamental frequency estimation in reverberation is more erro-
neous for F0 frequencies below 200 Hz. This is one explanation
why, as subsequently also shown for real RIRs, F0 estimation
methods are more sensitive for male voices rather than female
in reverberant environments. Furthermore the authors measured
that the F0 distribution for the Japanese speakers (figure not dis-
played) is significantly higher than the English speakers1 (mean
values male: 100/130 Hz, female: 205/235 Hz (Engl./Jap.)).
This explains the differences between the Japanese and the En-

1This is a general and database independent preference between En-
glish and Japanese as shown in [18] (mean values male: 120/150 Hz,
female: 220/340 Hz (Engl./Jap.))
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Figure 5: Dependency on SMD in the SMART room environ-
ment. top: FCR, bottom: GCR, left: male voice, right: female
voice.

glish F0 estimation with regard to the assumption that F0 es-
timation performs better for higher frequencies in reverberant
environments. Since the English database contains only one
speaker per gender the conclusions have to be made carefully.
But in general it can be stated that the F0 estimation methods
suffer more with increasing F0, resulting in a stronger sensitiv-
ity for male speech.

4.2. Dependency on the SMD

In difference to the simulation of the extreme far field case in
the artificial environment, the authors study the behavior in de-
pendency on the SMD using the SMART room environment
(T60 ≈ 0.7 s, Fig. 1). The results in Fig. 5 (top) show that the
female F0 estimation slightly decreases the performance with
increasing SMD almost independently on the method. When it
reaches the far field condition the performances of the methods
spread. In contrast, the male performance decreases drastically
very dependent on the method, and already for short SMDs.
Interesting point: For both genders the results for the far field
condition (e.g., SMD = 400 cm) reflect the results shown in
Fig. 3 (bottom) at T60 ≈ 0.7 s which is approximately the T60

of the SMART room. To emphasize the different gender be-
havior additionally to the FCR the GCR2 is added in Fig. 5
(bottom), which shows gender dependency even more clearly.
Female GCR performance is almost constant and very high for
most of the methods. Contrary the male performance decreases
drastically, also for short SMDs. This supports the assumption
given in section 2, that closer harmonics (in terms of space be-
tween two neighbor harmonics caused by lower F0’s) are more
disturbed by reverberation of previous harmonics (Fig. 2).

4.3. Dependency on T60 in the Near and Far Field

As mentioned above, for investigating behaviors of systems in
reverberant environments varying T60 is usually the only depen-
dency which is measured by researchers. However, the far and
near reverberant sound field have different consequences for the
same room. Therefore the authors study the dependency on T60

2GCR is chosen rather than the more common GER for better com-
parison with FCR.
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5. Conclusions and Future Work
By describing the main subset of results of the experiments, the
paper shows the most important dependencies of room acous-
tics on the behavior of common F0 estimation methods. The
aim of this paper is not to give a ranking of the observed meth-
ods. Rather a general behavior of F0 estimation methods in
reverberant environments is studied which proves the assump-
tions of the influences on reverberation on speech signals. In
general it can be said that increasing level of reverberation de-
creases the performance. It is especially shown that T60 cannot
be the only parameter for evaluating reverberation behavior of
systems; also the dependency on the SMD has an important im-
pact, as experiments show. Artificial reverberation as used in
related studies can only describe the far sound field behavior.
However the authors conclude that evaluating systems of speech
signal processing (as F0 estimation, dereverberation methods
or ASR systems) under reverberant conditions should be sep-
arated at least in a near and a far field condition evaluation.
Reverberation in general smears harmonic structure of speech.
When F0 varies, the smearing effect of former harmonics can
disturb the now changed current harmonics in a different way
for higher and lower F0’s. Harmonics of lower F0’s have less
distances to their neighbors which results in a more disturbing
effect of their reverberation. Gender specific F0 estimation ex-
periments have proved this effect, showing that male (lower) F0

estimation performs worse in all kind of reverberant scenarios.
This may also be an explanation why the dereverberation algo-
rithm HERB (based on F0 estimation) performed much worse
for male speech, which was measured with ASR experiments in
[6]. However, studies on this effect will be done more deeply as
future work. Investigating other effects as frequency dependent
T60(f) can also enhance this study in the future.
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separately for the near and the far field using real recorded RIRs
(the SMART room is not included). To define a correct distance
for the near field is a somewhat uncertain task, since the rever-
beration distance rR can be very different for each room. In this
study the authors choose SMDn = 1 m for the near field accord-
ing to a typical conversational distance between 2 people or the
operation of devices with speech interface (ASR is one back-
ground of this study). The far field SMD is chosen as SMDf =
3 m which should be out of rR for most of the rooms. The re-
sults for SMDf are in a similar range as the artificial experiment
(Fig. 3), which supports the far field theory and the correct as-
sumption in the evaluation environment. The SMDn evaluation
for the female case shows a little degradation for increasing T60

until 0.7 s, followed by an almost constant behavior. There is
a similar tendency for the male case (although male perfroms
worse in general). When comparing both results for SMDf and
SMDn (at the SMART room condition T60 = 0.7 s) with the re-
sults in Fig. 5 (top) at SMD = 1 m or 3 m respectively, matching
behavior for the female case can be observed, whereas the male
case differs. This again supports the theory that rooms cannot
be sufficiently described only using T60.
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